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       Weltool is founded on the principle of Safety and Dependability.  As a 
new player in the illumination market, Weltool strives to bring dependable, 
safe, and long lasting lighting tools to all.

       Offering multiple product lines, Weltool serves the Industrial, Safety & 
Hazardous, Outdoor, LEO, Household, Military, Traffic, Forestry and other 
professional markets.  We offer handheld flashlights, headlamps, field 
lights, search lights, tactical illumination, hazard rated lights, diving lights, 
signal lights and other illumination tools.  Weltool products have been 
tested to meet multiple standards of professionally recognized 
certifications, including CE, RoHS, WEEE, FCC, EX, etc.

      Our focus is on the development, manufacturing and promotion of 
high quality illumination products. We listen carefully to the consumers’ 
feedbacks. Each time a customer chooses Weltool, this embodies their 
trust put into the safety our products bring.  This is our drive to research 
and select dependable designs and robust materials in creating our lights.  
When darkness falls, we will light your path.   

  As a young company, we are given the opportunity to integrate each 
feedback into our continued growth. Weltool appreciates all of our users’ 
support in driving us forward into the future.  We are constantly evolving 
to face challenges and growing in the process.

      Weltool, well tool and well tour.
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 October 2005, Gentlite Trading 
Company ltd. started preparations.

October 2007, Gentlite Trading 
Company ltd. set up.

September 2016, the brand 
- Weltool was born

January 2018, comes the 
first LEP flashlight all over 
the world - Weltool W3 

February 2008, became distributor of 
several well-known mobile lighting 
products brand.

August 2017, Weltool 
enters Amazon

February 2018,  Weltool 
trademark was valid and 
protected by China, 
Germany, the United States
 and other countries and 
regions.
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Dalian Polytechnic University was founded in 1958 and opened the major of 
electric light source and lighting engineering in 1993. It is the only university in 
Northeast China that offers undergraduate training in lighting engineering.

The photonics research institute began preparations in 2007 and was formally 
established in September 2008. There are currently 16 members, 15 well-known 
experts serving as professors and academic consultants, and nearly 10 doctors 
and several master experts.
It has a number of high-level professional laboratories with an area of 1,500 
square meters, with a total equipment value of 13 million yuan.
Undertakes China’s "Twelfth Five-Year" science and technology support plan 
and the National Natural Science Foundation of China and other national, 
provincial and municipal scientific research projects at all levels, and has dozens 
of patents. It is an important platform for school personnel 
training, technological innovation and social services .

In 2017, Weltool signed a cooperation agreement with 
Dalian University of Technology, and reached a number 

of cooperations in the development and testing of lighting 
fixtures.



Professional Testing Instrument
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Light Output \\

Luminous Flux: Lumens is a measure of the perceived power of light. Luminous flux doesn’t indicate 
how bright the target will get. We use an integrating sphere to measure it.

Luminous Intensity: This is a measure of the power emitted by a light source in a particular direction 
per unit solid angle. It’s a function of the bulb or LED, combined with how e�ective the reflector is. 

Illuminance: Illuminance is the total luminous flux incident on a surface, per unit area. It is a mea-
sure of how much the incident light illuminates the surface.

Luminance: Luminance is a measure of the luminous intensity per unit area of light travelling in a 
given direction. It describes the amount of light that passes through, is emitted or reflected from a 
particular area, and falls within a given solid angle.

Intensity 
(cd)

Luminous Flux
(lm)

Luminance
(nt)

Illuminance
(lx)

A Guide to Find Your Best Light
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Light is electromagnetic radiation within a certain portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. The 
word usually refers to visible light, which is the visible spectrum that is visible to the human eye 
and is responsible for the sense of sight. Visible light is usually defined as having wavelengths in 
the range of 400–700 nanometers (nm), the color comes from purple to red. 
Correlated color temperature is to measure the color element of the light. Color temperature is 
conventionally expressed in kelvin, using the symbol K, a unit of measure for absolute tempera-
ture. Color temperatures over 5000 K are called "cool colors" (bluish), while lower color tempera-
tures (2700–3000 K) are called "warm colors" (yellowish). 
The white light is combination of lights of different wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum. 
The green, yellow, red combine white. For the tint of a flashlight, the white light over 5500 K 
called cool white, 5500-3500 K called neutral white, below 3500 K called warm white. As in the 
last picture, it’s the color swatch of the CREE LEDs.

ANSI Whtite

700400 500 600
Wave Length(nm)

Visible Light （380-780nm）

IRUV
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Gamma Ray
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Microwave

IR
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Satellite
Television

Electromagnetic Spectrum -Spectrum
Wave Length(m)
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Overvoltage Protection

Overcurrent Protection

Short-circuit Protection

Over Discharge Protection

Over Charge Protection

Lithium-ion Battery

Build-in Micro USB Battery

Reverse Polarity Protection

Overheating Protection
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W4
2170021700

603 1782 c

187 560 m

19.3x6.05x2.7cm

7.6”x2.38”x1.06”

332.8170.5g

W3pro L1

15.8x3.3x2.65cm
(6.2’’x1.3’’x1’’)

72k/363375candela
102/505 lumens

( )



One/Two/Three 
18650 Li-ion batteries
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T1 Singles Blossom Mini Flashlight
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Item Name Part #
T6 71012
T6 with UB18-26 lithium 
battery

71042

Accessory Name Part #
BC1 Battery Charger
BC2 Battery Charger

Specially designed self-compacting and integrated body allows T6 
to dissipate heats all through its aircraft aluminum body instead of that
from head only. That is called “body heat conduction “technology by 
Weltool. Body heat conduction will keep a warmer surrounding to
support the battery a better performance in cold environment, which is 
particularly important. Furthermore features such like the trapezoid mute 
smooth texture, 3mm thickened tempered lens and dual O-rings, all of 

T6 Flamming Star Industrial Flashlight
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FH2 Flashlight Holster 
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      T7 may be compactly sized at only 12 cm long, but its beam will reach far! When powered 
by a 14500 lithium-ion battery, the output boasts of 10150 candela and will illuminate up to 
201 meters!  Unibody construction for superior heat dissipation, two O-rings at the tail cap for 
a waterproof seal of IP-67 rating, two modes (Low, High) for simple, reliable operation.  High 
efficiency circuitry with Reverser Polarity protection completes the T7.
      Grip ring at the tail end provides many ergonomic options to comfortably and securely hold 
the light with one hand.  Anti-rolling bezel allows T7 to be placed anywhere without worry, and 
a flat tail cap gives it the ability to stand for use as a lamp.  T7 was built from the ground up to 
be tough.  Its unibody construction can withstand being rolled over by a car, while weighing only 
128.5 gram!  Two color tints are available for the T7 LED, cool white or neutral white.  
      Super thrower, compact, tough as nails, simple and reliable, and powered by common AA 
batteries.  
      T7, the flashlight you need!

T7 Flower-necked Tiger
AA Extended-Reach High-Output Flashlight  
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T9

139
lumens

2.8
hours

11715
candela

216m/
708ft
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Item Name Part#

Accessory Name Part#

T9 71023
T9 with UB18-26 Li-ion battery 71082

INR18-26 18650 Li-ion Battery 71011
UB18-26 18650 Li-ion Battery 71053
UB18-35 18650 Li-ion Battery 71054
QM8 Flashlight Scope Mount 71059
PM1 Flashlight Mount 71076
FH2 Flashlight Holster 71010
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Accessorie
s

F1R
Mode Low

300LM

SOS

2h 78h 2h 2h 4h

300LM20LM

13225
Candela

230M

1000LM 1000LM

HighMedium Strobe
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M3

329
lumens

7.5
hours

2700
candela

104m/
341ft
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L1
Mode Low

260LM

30h

3M

705LM

20h

10M

138LM 138LM

High Constant
Red SOS Red

L1 Vegetable Gardener Emergency Camping Lantern
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Features: 
Material: Anodized aerospace 6061 aluminum alloy 
Reflector: Optical glass lens 
Emitter: Warm white X-LED, color temperature 3000K, color 
rendering index of 85% 
Beam: Evenly distributed light, lighted area with 35cm 
diameter at 20 cm distance 
Output: 20 Lumens, 8 Candela @ 0.5 Meter 
Battery: (1 x AAA (LR03) Alkaline or AAA NiMH battery): 
Runtime: 6 Hours 
Reverse polarity protection 
Tail switch 
Water resistance up to IP65, suitable for use in rainy weather 
Individually serialized 
Dimension: (Body Dia.) 14 mm x (Length) 88 mm 
Weight: 17 gram (w/o battery) 
Included accessories: 1 x AAA Alkaline battery, Stainless 
steel clip 
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Material: Anodized aerospace 6061 aluminum alloy
Reflector: Optical glass lens
Emitter: Warm white X-LED, color temperature 3000K, color 
rendering index of 85%
Beam: Evenly distributed light, lighted area with 14cm diameter 
at 20 cm distance
Output: 4.5 Lumens, 4.5 Candela @ 0.5 Meter
Battery: (2 x AAA (LR03) Alkaline or AAA NiMH batteries)
Runtime: 12 Hours
Reverse polarity protection
Tail switch
Water resistance up to IP65, suitable for use in rainy weather
Individually serialized
Dimension: (Body Dia.) 14 mm x (Length) 133 mm
Weight: 23±0.3gram (w/o battery)
Included accessories: 2 x AAA Alkaline batteries, Stainless steel 
clip

Features：
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Light Source: LED Head (Blue Head)

Optical glass lens Aluminum alloy 
reflector

Warm white X-LED XENON bulb

0.25W 1.0W

3000K 2600K-3100K

85% 100%

6 lumens 12 lumens

6 candelas 350 candelas

12h

Reflector:

Light source type:

Light source power:

Color temperature:

Color rendering index:

Output:

Light intensity @0.5m

Runtime（Tested 
by 2*LR03 batteries）

2h

XENON Bulb Head 
(Golden Head)

M6-BL Golden-Eyed Tiger Cub Double Light Sources EMT Penlight
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Light Source: LED Head (Blue Head)

Optical glass lens Aluminum alloy 
reflector

Warm white X-LED XENON bulb

0.25W 1.0W

3000K 2600K-3100K

85% 100%

6 lumens 12 lumens

6 candelas 350 candelas

12h

Reflector:

Light source type:

Light source power:

Color temperature:

Color rendering index:

Output:

Light intensity @0.5m

Runtime（Tested 
by 2*LR03 batteries）

2h

XENON Bulb Head 
(Golden Head)

M6-BL Golden-Eyed Tiger Cub Double Light Sources EMT Penlight
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M7 Eyes of Heaven General 

Even-Beam Flashlight 
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Tactical Self-defense Flashlight 
T5 “Stumpy Tiger”  
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Product Introduction:

W4 “Dragon in cloud” long-range spotlight LEP search flashlight

W4 LEP search light throwing distance up to 2.6 kilometers! Lu-minous flux 560 
lumens, light intensity reaches 1782000 cande-la, use one 21700 rechargeable 
lithium ion battery, high-quality drive circuit with temperature control, constant 
current drive and ensure that the flashlight will not overheat. W4's LEP light 
source has high energy density, and then passes through a special lens 
reflection system to form a dazzling light column. High and low brightness 
modes are adjustable, simple and practical.

In the off state, only half-press the switch to turn on the high-light, and it is 
equipped with a stainless steel bezel for tactical use. The W4 spotlight has 
almost no floodlight, concentrated light, and significant spotlight effect. It is 
suitable for field search, sea rescue, long-distance indication, etc. It is 
designed for special lighting.
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Features：

Material: Aluminum alloy, black hard anodized surface

Reflective system: Acrylic lens

Light source: special LEP module, wavelength 
400-700nm, lifespan about 10,000 hours

Battery: Use one 21700 li-ion rechargeable battery

Switch: Tail tactical switch, 50,000 press life

304# stainless steel bezel, double coated tempered 
glass lens

High efficiency constant current drive circuit, no 
noise and no PWM

Temperature control protection: when the flashlight 
temperature is too high, the flashlight will automati-
cally reduce the brightness to prevent overheating

Reverse polarity protection

Low voltage prompt function

Battery over discharge protection

Coated tempered glass lens 

Passed 1 meter drop test

Double O-ring waterproof, protection grade up to 
IP67

Each flashlight has a unique serial number

Size (±0.5mm): (head diameter) 60.5mm, (body 
diameter) 27mm, (length) 193mm

Weight: 332.8±0.5g (without battery)

Included: UB21-50 lithium-ion battery, Type-C 
charging data cable, waterproof ring, stainless steel 
pocket clip
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UB21-50 21700 Li-ion battery

FH6  Flashlight Holster 

：

UB21-50 21700Li-ion battery

FH6  Flashlight Holster 

Product：

W4 71133 

71055 

71051 

Part#

Accessories： Part#

187lm560lm

      1h58min 4h32min

603000cd1782000cd

1553m2670m

Mode LowHigh

W4“Dragon in cloud” long-range spotlight LEP search flashlight

Accessories
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DISRUPTION IN THE AGE OF LED ILLUMINATION!

Time for LEP FLashlight



      Weltool W3Pro "Featherless Arrow" is an upgraded version of W3 with a 
luminous flux of up to 505 lumens! The light intensity reaches 363375 Can-
dela, the throwing distance is about 1205 meters! You can use one 21700 
rechargeable lithium-ion battery, using high-quality constant current IC, 
and temperature control to ensure that the flashlight will not be too 
hot.W3Pro's LEP light source has high energy density, and then passes 
through a special lens reflection system to form a dazzling light column! 
High and low modes are simple and practical.

The Weltool W3Pro tactical flashlight has almost no flooding and concen-
trated light. It is a spotlight, suitable for long-distance throwing, designed 
for special purposes.

           "The Featherless Arrow" ---A shot to shatter the darkness!

               W3 Pro 
   “Featherless Arrow”LEP flashlight
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Product Introduction:
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Material: Aluminum alloy, black hard anodized surface

Reflective system: Acrylic lens

Light source: special LEP module, wavelength 400-700nm, lifespan about 10,000 hours

Battery: Use one 21700 li-ion rechargeable battery

Switch: Tail tactical switch, 50,000 press life

High efficiency constant current drive circuit, no noise and no PWM

Temperature control protection: when the flashlight temperature is too high, the flashlight will automati-
cally reduce the brightness to prevent overheating

Reverse polarity protection

Low voltage prompt function

Battery over discharge protection

Coated tempered glass lens

Passed 1 meter drop test

Double O-ring waterproof, protection grade up to IP67

Each flashlight has a unique serial number

Size (±0.5mm): (head diameter) 33mm, (body diameter) 26.5mm, (length) 158mm

Weight: 170.5±0.5g (without battery)

Included: UB21-50 li-ion battery, Type-C charging data cable, waterproof ring, safety cover, stainless 
steel pocket clip

Mode Low High

102LM 505LM

1h58min4h55min

72000cd 363375cd

536m 1205m

W3Pro “Featherless Arrow” LEP flashlight

Features：
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FH7 for W3 pro

PM1 Flashlight Mount QM8 Flashlight Scope Mount

FH7 for W3 pro UB21-50 USB 21700 Battery TC3 Tail cap

BB1 Shot tube 
for transform

BB4 18650 body

UB21-50 USB 21700 Battery

BB4 18650 body
TC3 Tail cap

pro

W3 pro 71070

71145
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Battery & Charger 
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Flashlight Mount 
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Size 

:

Size

FH7 Flashlight Holster

FH7 71129

FLashlight Holster
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Others 

MC1S  USB Li-ion Battery LF61Y Yellow Filter 
Lens Protector

LF61 Diffusing Filter

LB03 Maglite Flashlight 
Bezel for C&D Model

Charger

TC3 Tail capBB1 Shot tube 
for transform

BB4 18650 body
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FG1 Lubricating Grease 
For Screw Thread

Item Name Part#

LB03 71002
GL2 71035
GL3 71000

HB1 71061
BB2 71131

BB1 71080
BB4 71145

LF61 71146
LF61Y 71147

TC3 71144

FG1 71060
MC1S 71132



Vertrieb Schweiz 
www.ses-shop.ch

SANTEC Systems AG
Weihermattstrasse 86

CH-5000 Aarau


